
WORK-FROM-HOME CUSTOMER SUPPORT IS A 

game changer
5 REASONS WHY

You can have a successful work-from-home (WFH) model for 
customer support — if it’s executed well.  

As companies consider making their teams virtual during 
(and post) COVID-19, they’re trying to understand 
the advantages around relocating remotely.  

There are many benefits as long as your 
internal team or outsourced partner is skilled 
in customer support management.  

Here are the five biggest benefits we’ve seen from 
executing a successful WFH model.

YOUR TALENT POOL IS

enormous

WFH Makes Specialized 
Talent Easier to Find:

• Expands recruitment 
opportunities — especially 
when looking for unique or 
in-demand talent. 

• Allows you to find people from 
much farther afield.  

• Creates greater opportunity to hire 
reps with multilingual ability, 
specific technical skills, platform 
know-how or gaming expertise.

WFH Eliminates 
Transportation Barriers:

• Employees commute times 
essentially eliminated.   

• Extremely attractive to people who 
live in major metropolitan areas 
where 90-minute transit 
nightmares are common.

• Drives employee retention by 
increasing work-life-balance and 
quality time for families.

WFH Attracts a Different 
Type of Person Who:

• Doesn’t want to work in a large 
contact center. 

• Doesn’t want to sit next to 
someone else to get their work 
done.  

• Doesn’t thrive in a large office but 
flourishes in an at-home 
environment.

YOUR PRODUCTIVITY

levels are high

WFH Experts Leverage 
Performance Management

Seasoned support center experts recognize that the 
way to optimize performance is through tight, 
consistent, effective management routines. 

• Reduce issues by understanding how to manage 
home-based agents vs. office-based ones.  

• It’s usually a matter of over-communication — 
everything needs to be magnified without 
micro-managing.  

• The length of time between noticing a problem and 
addressing it is shorter with remote agents. 

WFH Organizations Invest in 
Productivity Technology

WFH customer support organizations invest heavily in 
technology to effectively manage their remote teams.  

• Every second of what an agent is doing and how 
productive they are is monitored in terms of quantity 
and quality. 

• Every keystroke is measured, and screens are closely 
monitored. 

• Supervisors can quickly reach out if an agent appears 
to be stuck — to find out why and to offer assistance. 

Higher productivity reduces the number of 
agents you need and the associated expenses you incur.

YOUR WORK-FORCE 

flexibility increases

WFH Makes OT and 
Holiday Staffing Easier

• It’s easier for work-from-home agents to pick up extra 
hours if there’s a sudden spike in demand. 

• Onsite agents may have to arrange transportation, 
childcare, and other details before they can commit 
to OT — the remote worker can say “yes” a lot faster.

• Becuase a work-from-home agent doesn’t need to 
travel, it’s not a big burden to pick up a holiday shift.

WFH Reduces Barriers 
to Rapid Workforce Expansion

• If an organization needs to expand headcount for 
seasonality or other issues, like the launch of a new 
game, securing space in a bricks-and-mortar location 
is not simple.  

• When agents work from home, you can ramp up 
faster because you don’t need to worry about logistics 
(like where people are going to sit in a physical 
building).

Flexible staffing leads to lower wait times 
and helps drive satisfaction.

YOUR SECURITY 

is constant

• Reputable organizations invest heavily in IT 
and security. 

• In most cases, there isn’t a difference in the security 
found in the office and at home.  

• Agents access their systems through VPN and secure 
web protocols — and their laptops are armed with 
security suites, anti-virus protection, and other 
safeguards. 

• On top of this, most WHF organizations have strict 
security and compliance policies that are clearly 
communicated and followed by employees.

WFH Thrives 
on Redundancies

During an emergency, having a single location for all 
your customer service staff can be a liability — when 
issues such as power outages, bad weather, crashing IT, 
fires and flooding occur. 

• When agents work from home, you have redundancy 
built into your system — and this minimizes 100% 
downtime.

• When an agent in a particular location is impacted, 
there are agents in other locations who can take 
over — quickly and seamlessly. 

• The need to open up an alternate site or backup 
location for the call center is eliminated.

WFH Reduces Impact of 
Natural Disasters 

In the face of major disasters, WFH systems have lower 
exposure, especially if staff members are widely 
distributed. 

• If there are disruptions associated with health 
outbreaks that force social distancing — a WFH 
workforce will not be impacted — your staff are 
already at home and ready to support customers.

Keep in mind when you deploy a remote workforce — 
what’s changing is where the work is done, not the quality, 

productivity or security. 

WFH uses the same playbook to ensure 
customers are delighted, loyal and engaged. 
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WFH Technology Protects Customers
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ABOUT GOODBAY TECHNOLOGIES

We exist to be the smart partner for disruptive digital 
companies seeking experts in customer support 
outsourcing. We believe intelligent companies deserve an 
equally intelligent approach to customer support.

Since 2002, Goodbay Technologies has grown to over 1,300 
people based on the formula of treating both our people 
and our customers well. Let’s figure out how we can support 
your needs together.

YOUR BUSINESS CONTINUITY IS

maximized
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